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Abstract: Nowadays, Digital video is one of the popular multimedia data exchanged in the internet. Commercial activity 

on the internet and media require protection to enhance security. The 2D Barcode with a digital watermark is a widely 

interesting research in the security field. In this paper propose a video watermarking with text data (verification 

message) by using the Quick Response (QR) Code technique. The QR Code is prepared to be watermarked via a robust 

video watermarking scheme based on the (singular value decomposition) SVD and (Discrete Wavelet Transform) DWT. 

In addition to that logo (or) watermark gives the authorized ownership of video document.SVD is an attractive algebraic 

transform for watermarking applications. SVD is applied to the cover I-frame. The extracted diagonal value is fused with 

logo (or) watermark. DWT is applied on SVD cover image and QR code image. The inverse transform on watermarked 

image and add the frame into video this watermarked (include logo and QR code image) the video file sends to authorized 

customers. In the reverse process check the logo and QR code for authorized ownership. These experimental results can 

achieve acceptable imperceptibility and certain robustness in video processing. 

Keywords: Watermarking, 2D Barcode, Quick Response (QR) Code; singular value decomposition (SVD); Discrete 

Wavelet Transform (DWT).  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I INTRODUCTION 

The main idea of steganography is the embedding of secret 

information into data under the assumption that others cannot 

know the secret information in data. The main idea of 

watermarks is to check the logo embedded in data or not. 

Based on the type of document to be watermarked, Text 

Watermarking: Line shift coding, word shift coding, feature 

coding. Visible Watermark: The information is visible in the 

picture or video. Typically, the information is text or a logo 

which identifies the owner of the media. Invisible Watermark: 

An invisible watermark is an overlaid image which cannot be 

se en, but which can be detected algorithmically. Dual 

Watermarking: Dual watermark is a combination of a visible 

and an invisible watermark. In this type of watermark, an 

invisible watermark is used as a backup for the visible 

watermark. It can be used to verify ownership. A quick 

response (QR) code is a two dimensional barcode invented by 

the Japanese corporation Denso Wave. Information is 

encoded in both the vertical and horizontal direction, thus 

holding up to several hundred times more data than a 

traditional bar code (figure 2). QR Codes holds a 

considerably greater volume of information than a 1D 

Barcode (figure 1). QR Code can encode in many types of 

characters such as numeric, alphabetic character, Kanji, Kana, 

Hiragana, symbols, binary, and control codes. 
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II LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] Bhavna Goel, Charu Agarwal, “An Optimized Un-

compressed Video Watermarking Scheme based on SVD and 

DWT”, IEEE, 2013. 

 In this paper, we presents a novel fast and robust 

video watermarking scheme for RGB uncompressed AVI 

video sequence in discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain 

using singular value decomposition (SVD). For embedding 

scene change detection is performed. The singular values of a 

binary watermark are embedded within the singular values of 

the LL3 sub-band coefficients of the video frames. The 

resultant signed video exhibits good quality. To test the 

robustness of the proposed algorithm six different video 

processing operations are performed. The high computed 

PSNR values indicate that the visual quality of the signed and 

attacked video is good. The low bit error rate and high 

normalized cross correlation values indicate a high correlation 

between the extracted and embedded watermark. Time 

complexity analysis shows that the proposed scheme is 

suitable for real time application. It is concluded that the 

embedding and extraction of the proposed algorithm are well 

optimized. The algorithm is robust and shows an 

improvement over other similar reported methods. 

[2] Iwan Setyawan, Ivanna K. Timotius, “Content -Dependent 

Spatio-Temporal Video Watermarking using 3 -Dimensional 

Discrete Cosine Transform”, IEEE, 2013. 

 In this paper we propose a content-dependent spatio-

temporal watermarking scheme for digital videos. Content 

dependency is achieved by incorporating the hash of the 

video sequence into the watermark. The video sequence is 

treated as a 3-dimensional spatio-temporal signal for the 

purposes of video hash computation and watermark 

embedding and detection. Our experiments show that the 

video hash algorithm has good discriminating power and 

robustness against various attacks. The watermark is also 

shown in the experiments to have good robustness against a 

variety of attacks, in particular when the watermark is copied 

from one video sequence to another. 

[3] Rituja S. Darandale , Siddhi S. Kasabe , Tripti D. 

Chikhale, “Video Watermarking Scheme Based On Robust 

QR-Code”, International Journal of Advanced Research in 

Electrical, Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering, 

2015. 

 Nowadays, one of the popular multimedia data 

exchanged in the internet is Digital video. Protection requires 

in requires enhancing safety in commercial activity on the 

internet as well as media. A widely interesting research is the 

2D Barcode with a digital watermark is in the field of 

security. By using the Quick Response (QR) Code technique, 

in this paper we recommend a video watermarking with text 

data. Via a robust video watermarking scheme the QR Code 

is prepared to be watermarked based on the SVD (singular 

value decomposition) and DWT (Discrete Wavelet 

Transform). SVD is an attractive arithmetical transform for 

watermarking applications. In addition to that logo (or) 

watermark gives the authorized ownership of video 

document. For the cover I-frame the SVD is applied. With 

logo (or) watermark there fused the extracted diagonal value. 

For SVD cover image and QR code image the SVD is 

applied. The watermarked image inverse transform and add 

the frame into video, to authorized customers this 

watermarked video file sends. In the reverse process for 

authorized ownership check the logo and QR code. 

Acceptable imperceptibility achieved by these experimental 

results and in video processing there certain robustness. 

[4] Kor Ashwini N, N.M.Kazi, “A Watermark Technique 

based on SVD and DWT composite Function with QR-code”, 

International Journal of Application or Innovation in 

Engineering & Management (IJAIEM), 2014. 

 Nowadays, due to development in digital image and 

internet technology common users can easily copy important 

data and produce illegal copies of image. So digital 

multimedia data exchange through internet is main idea 

which requires protection to enhance security, to resolve the 

copyright protection problem of various multimedia data and 

image, we propose different watermark technique used for 

data hiding by applying the QR Code technique. By using QR 

code we have propose DWT (Discrete-Wavelet-Transform), 

SWT (Stationary-Wavelet-Transform), SVD (singular-value 

decomposition) methodology for watermarking technique. 

The 2D barcode with a digital watermark is a widely interest 

research in security. The combination of DWT and SWT with 

SVD give better security, robustness and imperceptibility. 

[5] Supriya Hasarmani, Mangal Patil, P. R. Naregalkar, 

“Digital Video Watermarking Using DWT-DFT Transforms 

and SVD Technique”, International Journal of Computer 

Science and Network, Volume 4, Issue 6, December 2015. 

 In modern years there is no difficulty to make 

perfect copies which guide extensive unauthorized copying, 

which is an immense concern to the film, music, software and 

book publishing industries. Because of this unease over 

copyright issues, many technologies are developed to defend 

against illegal copying. Use of digital watermarks is one of 

these technologies. Watermarking does the embedding an 

ownership signal into the data directly. So that, the signal is 

always present with the data (image, audio, video). 

DWTDFT-SVD techniques are used in the proposed scheme 

to improve the robustness and overall computation 

requirements. The proposed algorithm is tested using three 

video sequences of different format. In this approach 

achieved PSNR of the original and watermarked video signal 

is more than 60 dB. The proposed scheme shows high 

robustness against several attacks. 
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[6] Yuanfang Guo, Oscar C. Au, Rui Wang, Lu Fang, 

Xiaochun Cao 

 In this paper, we firstly analyzed the expected 

performances and limitations of the EDHVW methods. Based 

on the analysis, we proposed a new general EDHVW method, 

Content aware Double-sided Embedding Error Diffusion, via 

considering the expected performances which is affected by 

the content of the cover images and watermark (secret 

pattern), the different noise tolerance abilities of different 

cover image content and the different importance levels of 

different pixels (when being perceived) in the secret pattern. 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed CaDEED, 

CaDEED-EC and CaDEED-N&I are proposed. CaDEED-EC 

considered the expected performances only. CaDEED-N&I 

exploited more by adopting the noise visibility function [47] 

and proposing the importance factor (IF) for different 

watermark pixels. In the experiments, the validation tests for 

CaDEED-EC and CaDEED-N&I were performed first. Then, 

after selecting the optimal local region sizes for CaDEED-

N&I, extensive comparison tests were carried out. The 

performances were not only measured by the existing PSNR, 

SSIM and CDR measurements, but also measured by our 

proposed measurements, NTPSNR and CB-CDR, to further 

illustrate the significance of the proposed method. Both the 

numerical and visual comparisons indicated that our proposed 

work outperforms the classical and latest EDHVW methods. 

TAXONOMY CHART 

Table 1: Taxonomy Chart 

Sr. 

No. 
Title Year Method 

1 
Halftone Image Watermarking by Content Aware 

Double-sided Embedding Error Diffusion 
2018 

1) Error Diffusion based Halftone Visual 

Watermarking (EDHVW) 

2) Content aware Double-sided Embedding Error 

Diffusion (CaDEED) 

2 
DWT/DCT-based Invisible Digital Watermarking 

Scheme for Video Stream 
2018 

Invisible digital watermarking algorithm on 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Discrete 

Cosine Transform (DCT) 

3 
Digital Video Watermarking: Issues and 

Challenges 
2018 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), and Discrete 

Cosine Transform (DCT) 

4 
A Secure and Reliable Video Watermarking 

Technique 
2015 

LWT (Lifting Wavelet Transform) and 

SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) 

5 
Video Watermarking by Adjusting the Pixel 

Values and Using Scene Change Detection 
2014 Bit-Plane Images 

6 

Content -Dependent Spatio-Temporal Video 

Watermarking using 3 -Dimensional Discrete 

Cosine Transform 

2013 Content-Dependent Spatio-Temporal Watermarking 

 

III PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the beneath engineering chart portrays client give his 

information video record, content information and security 

enter for concealing information into Video. The procedure of 

framework is to gather essential contribution from client and 

encode the information into Video and Generate Watermark 

Video Similar to Input Video. At the point when client needs 

to unravel it then client needs to give watermark video record 

and security key which is as of now utilized for encoding 

process.   
Figure 1: System Architecture 
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 Framework approves watermark video and security 

key of client and disentangle the message from the video 

which is called as extricated information from the video. It is 

more secure. 

IV MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

S= {I, P, O} 

I= Input, P=Process, O= Output 

I= {I0, I1, I2, I3} 

I0= Provide logo to embed 

I1= Provide video in .mpeg format 

I2= Provide text to be hide in video 

I3= Provide encryption key K 

P= {P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} 

P0= Encrypt the text using AES algorithm 

P1= Create QR code of encrypted text {P0…Pn} 

P2= Extract frame from video {f0…fn} 

P3= Find I frame to embed logo 

P4= Hide data in I frame 

P5= Extract logo and text from video  

O= {O0, O1} 

O0= Secure text message (m) 

O1= logo hidden in video (l) 

 

 
Figure 2: Venn diagram 

 

V CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

 This procedure has achieved the improved 

imperceptibility and security watermarking. In this QR code 

encoding process and get incredible displays. In the essential 

procedure watermark was embedded in the slanting part. Of 

course introducing texts in the QR code picture. In this 

manner, the double strategy given two check details. The logo 

is found safely in the QR code picture. This strategy is 

advantageous, possible and for all intents and purposes 

utilized for giving copyright insurance. Test results show that 

our system can achieve tasteful certain solidarity to video 

getting ready. This strategy has accomplished the enhanced 

dependable and secure watermarking. In this QR code 

encoding process and accomplished best exhibitions. In the 

primary technique watermark was in construct in the 

dimensional component. What's more, the opposite side 

instant messages in the QR code picture. In this way, the 

double procedure given two verification points of interest. 

The logo is found securely in the QR code picture. This 

method is advantageous, achievable and for all intents and 

purposes utilized for giving copyright assurance. Exploratory 

outcomes demonstrate that our technique can accomplish 

adequate certain power to video handling. 

In future, this system to increase efficiency of system audio 

files can also add in videos. 
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